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Information provided by Father Tanguay and Archivist, February 1991.
Information in square brackets [ ] provided by Archivist.

PHO 424
YA# Description:
91/14 #1 Church in Carcross before renovations [exterior shot, winter]
91/14 #2 Church in Carcross after renovation [exterior shot, winter]
91/14 #3 Army personnel receiving RC (Roman Catholic) service in the bush [exterior 

shot, summer]
91/14 #4 Whitehorse ballpark [exterior shot, summer]
91/14 #5 Whitehorse ballpark [exterior shot, summer]
91/14 #6 Father Hamel (right?) and two unidentified men, Whitehorse [exterior shot, 

spring?]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #7 Father Hamel (middle) playing cards [cribbage?] with [two] army personnel, 

Whitehorse [interior shot] [Two of them are smoking pipes]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #8 Bishop Coudert (left) and Archbishop Spellman in front of the Sternwheeler 

"Klondike" [exterior shot, the SS Klondike is dry-docked]
91/14 #9 Bishop Coudert (left) and Father Hamel on the Alaska Highway [exterior 

shot, summer]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #10 Father Hamel in front of the Parliament Buildings, Ottawa [exterior shot, 

summer]
91/14 #11 [Planes on Atlin Lake(?) - exterior shot, summer]
91/14 #12 Father Hamel in a boat with First Nations couple and baby [exterior shot 

along a dock, summer]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #13 Sacred Heart Church during renovations, Whitehorse, c. 1942 [exterior shot, 

summer]  -  [1942].
91/14 #14 Father Hamel (right) and unidentified American officer [exterior shot, 

winter]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #15 Lower Post Mission with [two] unidentified army personnel standing in front 

[exterior shot, winter]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #16 Father Hamel standing in front of Lower Post Mission [exterior shot, 

winter]  -  ca. 1942.
91/14 #17 Woman in a jeep, Burwash [exterior shot, summer]
91/14 #18 Corral with horses, Burwash [An elderly man standing in the corral, a woman 

and young man sitting on the corral fence.  Exterior shot, summer]
91/14 #19 Father Hamel (left) in the corral at Burwash [standing with the woman and 

young man from photo #18, and a First Nation woman; exterior shot, summer]
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91/14 #20 [Col. Paules] in front of tent at Soldiers Summit, [Nov. 20, 1942 - but date 

appears to be incorrect - Exterior shot, summer]  -  [Nov. 20, 1942].
91/14 #21 Army Band playing for Alaska Highway Dedication, November 20, 1942, 

Soldiers Summit  [Date appears to be incorrect as several of the men are 
wearing mosquito netting over their hats - exterior shot, summer.]  -  Nov. 20, 
1942.

91/14 #22 Soldiers Summit, November 20, 1942  [Negative only. Photo missing as of 
Dec. 3, 2003]  -  Nov. 20, 1942.

91/14 #23 Unidentified American soldiers, Burwash [Seven soldiers and one officer 
standing in front of a log building. Exterior shot, summer]

91/14 #24 Father Hamel in front of a Northwest Service Command USA bus [exterior 
shot, winter]  -  ca. 1942.
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